GRANNYGHAN LAPGHAN PATTERN

This pattern was obtained from http://dearestdebi.com/grannyghanafghan and modified so that the finished size would be approximately 37”x 47”

This pattern is wonderful for using up your leftover yarn.

MATERIALS USED:

Left over Worsted Weight/#4 yarn (approximately 21-24 ounces)

CROCHET HOOK:

Size J/10 (6.00MM)

STITCHES USED:

CH – CHAIN
SC – SINGLE CROCHET
DC – DOUBLE CROCHET
CL ST – CLUSTER STITCH (3 DC in same stitch)
SK – SKIP
LEVEL: NOVICE

GAUGE: 1 Cluster stitch = 1 inch wide

CH 98  Working in back ridge of the chain SC in 2\textsuperscript{nd} CH from hook and in each CH across. (Should have 97 SC). Turn.

ROW 2: CH 3, DC in beg SC, (SK 2 SC, CL ST in next SC) across, 2 DC in last SC. Please note that CH 3 counts as one DC. (Should have 2DC, 31 Cluster Stitches, 2DC). Turn.

ROW 3: CH 3, 1 DC, (CL ST in spaces created by CL STS of previous row) across, DC in last ST of row. (Should have 2 DC, 31 Cluster Stitches, 2 DC). Turn.

ROW 4: Change color. CH 3, 1 DC in same SP, (CL ST in spaces created by CL STS of previous row) across, 2 DC in last SP of row. (Should have 2 DC, 31 Cluster Stitches, 2 DC). Turn.

ROWS 5 – 78: Repeat Rows 3 and 4 consecutively.

FINISHING OFF: I just repeated Rows 3 and 4 one more time going completely around the lapghan. When I got to the corner, I did 3 DC, CH 1, 3DC in the same space. Fasten off.

For multi-color lapghan, I did two rows of each color.

For green and gold lapghan I did:
2 rows yellow
2 rows dark green
2 rows gold
4 rows lt. green
2 rows gold
2 rows dark green
4 rows yellow
2 rows dark green
2 rows gold
2 rows lt. green
Repeat the above 24 rows 2 more times then do 2 rows yellow, 2 rows dark green, 2 rows gold. I finished off with 2 rows of lt. green.